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Built on an enhanced edition of Unity 5 Engine, SOLARIGHT is VR game that takes solving puzzles to the next
level. Solve the puzzle in a calm and peaceful environment, that sets the mood and offers much-needed focus to
tricky puzzles. Game mechanics is simple. You have to connect the solar power source to the 'Light Tree', but you
must rotate the cube, move the tiles in a 15 slide jigsaw fashion and solve the puzzle in 3 dimensions. As you
progress through the levels, you'll come across different types of sliding tiles making the puzzles trickier to solve.
You will play this puzzle starting from simple 3x3 virtual cubes and move ahead with 4xx5 and play complete 30
challenging levels. So what are you waiting for? Join this zen-like puzzle solving experience in the world of virtual
reality with SOLARIGHT! P.S. Solaright = Solar + Light About The Game Solaright: Built on an enhanced edition of
Unity 5 Engine, SOLARIGHT is VR game that takes solving puzzles to the next level. Solve the puzzle in a calm
and peaceful environment, that sets the mood and offers much-needed focus to tricky puzzles. Game mechanics
is simple. You have to connect the solar power source to the 'Light Tree', but you must rotate the cube, move the
tiles in a 15 slide jigsaw fashion and solve the puzzle in 3 dimensions. As you progress through the levels, you'll
come across different types of sliding tiles making the puzzles trickier to solve. You will play this puzzle starting
from simple 3x3 virtual cubes and move ahead with 4xx5 and play complete 30 challenging levels. So what are
you waiting for? Join this zen-like puzzle solving experience in the world of virtual reality with SOLARIGHT! P.S.
Solaright = Solar + Light How to Play: - Slide Solarlight tile and place it on the Light Tree to connect them. - Slide
Tile and place it on the tile that needs to be connected. - Fingers will come to help you move the puzzle.
Features: - Simple Game Play - Rechargeable Game - Relaxing Environment - 30 Puzzles - Realism - Light &
Sound (Awesome)Q: How to get parametric path into variable in bash I've got this parametric bash script: if [ -e
"${1}"]; then
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Features Key:
Turn based board game mechanic
Thousands of characters to play as
A variety of singleplayer and multiplayer modes
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Simple and fast to play - no animations!

How to Play
The game is similar to the famous mass effect 1 and 2 flash of ultimate destiny games with the karma meter at the top
showing your total karma to your angel. You get to choose three of your favorites and try to earn as many of them as
you can for the best final score. 

My Personal Angel Game Play Tips

Decide how long you want to go in one turn. Choose either 5 seconds or 1 minute.
Your angel can be a psychopath or a quiet observer. You have to decide what exactly you want yours to do
before you play. Sometimes you really want them to attack, sometimes just walk around and observe. If you just
start from the beginning, over time, an angel will choose to become the player it wants to be.
Each player can get and make up to 10 angels so you have a choice to make - play with one or two of your
friends.
You can play s singleplayer mode by yourself or with a friend in multiplayer.
Each angel has a different skill tree and power points. Keep earning them for special powers - some are not
available right away or take a long time.
You can play at anytime so stop working and play a game!

My Personal Angel Game Multiplayer tips

If you want to play double or same teams, choose the mode that lets you have the same angel.
Start on the same level as a second player if you want an even level playing field.

My Personal Angel Game Quick Tips

I have chosen to post this game as a gameplay-documentary where I walk you through what the game is about.
I also wanted to be able to hang out with all the my angels in game chat.
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